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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, during orthodontic treatment, brackets of fixed appliances are attached directly to tooth enamel. Research on development and improvement of orthodontic adhesives has been going on for over 50 years and is progressing in many directions. As a result, new solutions are introduced into clinical practice to improve functionality of adhesive systems being applied. Demands set for an adhesive system dedicated to orthodontic use, are primarily: ability to transfer orthodontic forces onto teeth in three spatial dimensions, resistance to masticatory forces, resistance to oral environment, ability to accurately position brackets and maintain them throughout treatment, possibility of detaching brackets without causing damage to tooth enamel and biocompatibility. Products available on the market do not constitute a homogeneous group in terms of both chemical structure and functional features. This paper presents the history of development of orthodontic adhesive systems and their features in relation to clinical use. Attention was also paid to directions of evolution of the aforementioned group of materials aimed at improving their performance in certain aspects of medical practice. Despite the ongoing research and development work, no orthodontic adhesive system that meets all the requirements set for “ideal material” has been developed to date. Orthodontic adhesives introduced into the market require assessment of their actual clinical usability and safety in treatment of patients.
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INTRODUCTION

The need to develop materials capable of creating strong and lasting bonds with tooth tissues was noted already in the 1950s. Development of modern adhesive dentistry was possible thanks to a discovery made in 1955 by M.G. Buonocore [9], who observed that the bond between acrylic resin and an enamel surface significantly strengthened if the latter was previously treated with 85% orthophosphoric acid, compared to a bond of material with chemically untreated enamel. This observation initiated development of a tooth enamel etching procedure in order to strengthen the adhesion of dental materials, including orthodontic adhesives, to its surface [31].

The demands for an adhesive system dedicated to orthodontic use, such as ability to transfer orthodontic forces onto teeth in three spatial dimensions, resistance to masticatory forces, resistance to the oral environment, ability to accurately position brackets and maintain them throughout treatment and possibility of detaching brackets without causing damage to tooth enamel [32], for many years could not be met to a sufficient degree by materials developed in individual research centers [25]. The advantages of direct attachment of orthodontic brack-
ets to tooth enamel compared to treatment techniques using appliances based on bands placed on all teeth were already recognized in the 1970s. These include: improved patient’s comfort by eliminating the stages of tooth separation and laborious adjustment of the bands, facilitating attachment of brackets to unusually shaped teeth or to not completely erupted teeth, limiting the risk of mechanical irritation to gingiva by the appliance’s components, improved ability to maintain oral hygiene, reduced risk of enamel decalcification, lack of necessity to close spaces remaining after removal of bands from teeth, improved aesthetics of dentition during treatment and shortened dentist’s working time [25].

The aim of the study is to present the history of development and to discuss the characteristics of orthodontic adhesive systems used in the past and nowadays.

**EVOLUTION OF ORTHODONTIC ADHESIVE SYSTEMS**

**CHEMICALLY CURED ORTHODONTIC ADHESIVES**

Among the materials initially tested for their use in direct fixing of orthodontic brackets onto the enamel surface of teeth, the majority were products of polymerization or copolymerization of methacrylic acid derivatives. Research conducted at the turn of the 1960s and 1970s by Newman [32] and Miura et al. [29] confirmed that the products were characterized by ease of mixing and application of adhesive, relatively high chemical stability as well as desired physical parameters. The first adhesive resins were packaged in the form of powdered polymethacrylates and liquid methacrylate monomers. The disadvantage of these systems was, among other things, long time of initial polymerization, which equaled 30 minutes [7].

In the 1960s, Rafael Bowen [8] patented material for filling cavities, which included 2,2-bis-[4-(2-hydroxy-3-methacryloyloxy-propoxy)-phenyl] propane (Bis-GMA) as the main component of the organic phase and silica used as a filler. This formula was so successful that the polymer composite matrices based on Bis-GMA resin dominated the composition of cavity filling materials and orthodontic adhesives for many years [35]. In 1972 composite materials based on Bis-GMA resin were introduced, supplied in the form of two pastes requiring mixing: Adaptic (Johnson and Johnson, USA) and Concise (3M Unitek, USA) [50]. Originally used as filling materials, they were also applied in orthodontics [6, 20]. In 1977, the orthodontic adhesive system Concise Ortho Adhesive (3M Unitek, USA) was introduced for commercial use with a slightly modified composition compared to the restorative material [46]. In 1975, Gange [20] developed a chemically cured orthodontic adhesive for Lee Pharmaceuticals (USA) in a formula that did not require mixing. Polymerization of a single paste was initiated by contacting the material with surfaces of etched enamel coated with liquid catalyst and the base of the bracket. The effectiveness of polymerization and the strength of bonding the bracket with the enamel surface depended on the degree of matching between the bracket base and the shape of the enamel surface, conditioning access of the catalyst to the material mass.

**LIGHT-CURED ORTHODONTIC ADHESIVES**

Inconveniences associated with the use of chemically cured bonding systems led to research on orthodontic adhesives, whose polymerization process could be controlled and initiated depending on clinical indications. In the 1970s, the first adhesives polymerized with ultraviolet (UV) radiation with a wavelength of 280 nm [12] were presented. The adverse effect of UV radiation on the skin and eyes as well as recorded cases of soft tissue burns resulted in withdrawal from that method of initiating the polymerization process [20].

At the turn of the 1970s and 1980s, the first reports appeared on the use of composite materials in orthodontics, whose polymerization was initiated by visible light with a wavelength from 440 to 480 nm [20, 44, 50]. Studies conducted in the following years confirmed that light-cured orthodontic adhesives offer longer working time needed for precise positioning of brackets on tooth surfaces, the moment of initiation of the polymerization process depending on the needs of the clinician, and high initial binding strength with a relatively low effect of oxygen inhibition on monomer crosslinking [17]. Thanks to these features, light-cured materials presently constitute the majority of orthodontic adhesive systems used by clinicians.

The disadvantage of the first light-cured orthodontic adhesives was the relatively long exposure period needed for polymerization, which at the same time did not guarantee full cross-linking of resin. The solution to this problem was supposed to be experimental adhesive systems that combined two ways of polymerization initiation: by visible light and by chemical reaction, the so-called dual cure cements. They were characterized by a limited period of plasticity, but they required a relatively short exposure time and ensured continuation of the monomer cross-linking process, catalyzed by chemical reaction [43]. An inheritor to the idea of double initiation of the polymerization process of orthodontic adhesive systems is a resin-reinforced glass ionomer cement, the Fuji Ortho LC resin (GC Corp., Japan), introduced in 1994 [42].

One of the adverse effects associated with the structure of the matrix of orthodontic adhesives based on composite materials is incomplete cross-linking during the polymerization process, leading to susceptibility of materials to degradation [16, 41]. The percentage of double bonds undergoing saturation during the cross-linking process in the polymer is described as the de-
gree of material conversion (% DC). It depends on the composition of the material, and, in the case of materials cured with visible light, the process of creating an organic matrix is significantly impacted by radiation intensity, exposure time, distance from the light source to the material or thickness of the layer of polymerized adhesive. To date, no dental material has been produced whose matrix undergoes a 100% conversion to form a stable, spatial network. Data published in the literature indicate that only about 25.5-89.5% of monomer double bonds are involved in the polymerization of orthodontic adhesives [17, 21, 38].

The next aim for teams of researchers were further modifications of orthodontic adhesives that would facilitate their application and guarantee even more beneficial usability.

MODIFICATION OF FUNCTIONAL FEATURES OF ORTHODONTIC ADHESIVE SYSTEMS IN SELECTED ASPECTS OF CLINICAL PRACTICE

One of the problems faced by clinicians is the excess of adhesive escaping from under the bracket base, contributing to increase of dental plaque retention and causing formation of unattractive disolorations around brackets. The solution turned out to be introduction of adhesive systems characterized by a contrasting color before cross-linking, which facilitates removal of their excess prior to bonding with brackets [20]. At the beginning of the 21st century, numerous light-cured adhesive systems appeared, using the described solution, among which the most popular are Transbond Plus (3M Unitek, USA), and Grengloo and Blu-gloo (Ormco Corporation, USA) [15, 20].

Another challenge was development of adhesive systems resistant to moisture and contamination of the treatment field with organic fluids. It is not always possible to keep the treatment field dry, especially in cases of fastening brackets to surgically exposed retained teeth. At the beginning of the 1990s, cyanoacrylate adhesives resistant to moisture were introduced into orthodontic practice [24]. An example is the SmartBond chemically cured resin (Gestenco International, Sweden), based on ethyl cyanoacrylate. Numerous studies have confirmed the usability of the adhesive in conditions of tooth surface contamination with saliva and blood [34]. A light-cured version of this system, Smartbond LC, was also introduced onto the market [11].

Another method to solve the above-mentioned problem was development of hydrophilic orthodontic adhesive resins in the late 1990s, such as: Ortho Solo (Ormco, USA), Transbond MIP Moisture Insensitive Primer (3M Unitek, USA) or Assure (Reliance Orthodontics, USA) [20]. The ethyl alcohol or acetone included in their composition is designed to displace water molecules from surfaces of etched enamel [48]. The published research results indicate that under conditions of inadequate moisture control or contamination of the tooth surface with blood or saliva, hydrophilic adhesive resins demonstrate clinically acceptable binding strength to the enamel surface and are the products of choice [10, 28]. At the end of 2000, a self-etching adhesive system developed for the needs of orthodontics Transbond Plus SEP (self etch primer) (3M Unitek, USA), which did not require an absolutely dry treatment field, was introduced to the market. Studies confirm that the above-mentioned resin, not requiring a separate enamel etching procedure, secures a satisfactory bond between the bracket and enamel [10].

In order to shorten the time and to simplify the procedure of fixing orthodontic brackets, adhesive pre-coated brackets bases (APC) were introduced to the market. The advantages of APC systems, compared to conventional brackets requiring application of adhesive during the procedure, include: constant quality and quantity of adhesive on the bracket base, less excess adhesive resin around brackets, maintaining a high degree of asepsis of orthodontic materials and better control of use of purchased materials [13]. Comparative studies of APC systems and conventional orthodontic adhesives conducted in subsequent years, however, did not show a clear advantage of this solution in the context of bond strength between brackets and tooth tissues, the number of long-term clinical failures or dentist’s saved time [11]. In 2013, the APC Flash-Free system of brackets (3M Unitek, USA), whose bases are covered with a type of mat impregnated with low viscosity adhesive resin, was launched for sale. The solution eliminates the phenomenon of excess adhesive flowing out of the bracket base during its positioning. In a clinical study published in 2018, Grundheid et al. [22] assessed the loss rate of brackets in the APC Flash-Free system, which turned out to be comparable to the rates obtained when assessing conventional orthodontic adhesives. Also, the time needed to fix a permanent appliance in the APC Flash-Free system was noticeably shorter.

Attempts were made to reduce enamel demineralization caused by accumulation of dental plaque around components of fixed appliances, by introducing fluoride-exchanging resin (FER), fluoride releasing bonding adhesives [33, 40, 45], e.g. Light Bond (Reliance Orthodontic Products, USA) or Transbond Plus Color Change Adhesive (3M Unitek, USA). Although the results of laboratory experiments confirmed the release of fluoride ions from composite material-based orthodontic adhesives [33], the results of clinical trials were equivocal [14, 40, 45].

Nowadays, research is conducted on new formulas of orthodontic adhesives enriched with compounds of proven antibacterial properties (e.g. catechins, benzalkonium chloride, chlorhexidine, triclosan, zinc oxide, silver nanoparticles, titanium dioxide, quaternary ammonium compounds). Results of in vitro tests, however, are inconclusive as far as sufficiently confirming their clinical usefulness [3, 4]. Another solution proposed by
research teams is introduction of bioactive glass (BAG) into the composition of orthodontic adhesives. The results of published studies indicate that dental materials enriched with BAG release calcium, phosphate and fluoride ions to the external environment, which – in addition to buffering the acidic oral environment – may contribute to remineralization of the previously damaged enamel structure [2].

One of the essential elements of orthodontic treatment with permanent appliances fixed with the use of adhesive technique is the procedure of removal of brackets and adhesive residues, performed after the treatment has been completed or, in the case of incorrect bracket positioning, also during treatment. High bonding power characterizing modern adhesive systems is associated with the risk of enamel surface damage as well as with pain and discomfort reported by patients during the procedure. The solution to this problem may be introduction of microcapsules with high thermal expansion into the structure of adhesive material. Increasing the temperature of the bracket and adhesive to an appropriate, safe level (e.g. with a laser beam) is supposed to result in a significant increase in the volume of the said particles, cracking of the adhesive material and, consequently, in a decrease in binding strength of the adhesive system [5].

**CHEMICAL STABILITY OF ORTHODONTIC ADHESIVE SYSTEMS IN THE ORAL ENVIRONMENT**

Contemporary orthodontic adhesives are a heterogeneous group of materials that differ in chemical composition, strength parameters and functional properties. These materials, which are introduced into the oral cavity during orthodontic treatment, are subject to the influence of this environment. The complex oral ecosystem is characterized by high humidity, significant temperature fluctuations, pH variability, electrochemical and enzymatic activity as well as the influence of masticatory forces. Unfavorable environmental conditions intensify degradation of materials used in dentistry, including orthodontics [49]. Many research teams focus their activities not only on assessing the usability of dental adhesive materials, but also on validating the stability of their chemical structure [30, 36] in the context of potential biological effects [39] on the patient’s body. It has been shown that potentially harmful substances may be released into the patient’s body as a result of insufficient polymerization of dental adhesive systems [47], or following degradation and aging of materials [27]. Numerous studies have confirmed the cytotoxicity of monomers and oligomers used in production of dental composite materials [23]. In the literature there are relatively few publications evaluating the release of harmful biological components from orthodontic adhesive systems. However, some studies have confirmed that assessed materials release Bis-GMA, triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) and bisphenol A (BPA) to the external environment [18, 21, 26, 30, 38].

It has been shown that TEGDMA has the ability to stimulate the growth of cariogenic bacterial cultures [23] and to cause allergic reactions [37]. However, particular concern in the context of the use of materials during dental treatment is raised by reports of the paraesthetic effect of both Bis-GMA resin and bisphenol A (BPA) [19].

The wide spectrum of the negative impact of these chemical compounds on the human body is currently the subject of research in many scientific centers across the world.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Contemporary orthodontic adhesive systems constitute a heterogeneous group of materials differing not only in chemical composition but also in strength parameters and functional properties. The complex oral ecosystem in which they are used promotes their degradation, which should also be considered in the context of the potential biological impact of released components on the patient’s body.

Despite the development of material techniques, up to the present time no orthodontic adhesive system has been introduced that meets all functional demands of the “perfect material”. It should also be remembered that both types of resins, those developed decades ago and new adhesive resins with a modified chemical formula, require assessment in terms of their safety for use on patients.
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